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1-Piece Tuxedo Box Template 
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Cut 
Fold (all folding is with crease on inside) 
L – Length of Book 
W – Width of Book 
H  - Thickness of Book     
T – Thickness of Board 
 
Materials & Tools 
 .020 calendared lig free board 
Bone folder 
Scissors 
Mat knife 
Set Square & ruler 
Self-healing cutting mat 
 
Use offcut of board to measure Length, height etc. 
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2 Piece Phase Box 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Cut 
               Fold (all folding is with crease on inside) 
L - Length of Book 
W - Width of Book 
H  - Thickness of Book     
T - board thickness 
 
Materials & Tools 
 .020 inch calendared lig free board 
Bone folder 
Scissors 
Mat knife & cutting mat 
Set Square & ruler 
Double sided pressure sensitive tape - 
 
Use board off-cut to measure Length, Width & Height e.g. 
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Finished box 
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2 Piece Phase Box with Flap 
         
 
 
     
 
     
     
 
 
 
               
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               Fold (all folding is with crease on inside) 
L - Length of Book 
W - Width of Book 
H  - Thickness of Book     
T - board thickness 
 
Materials & Tools 
 .020 inch calendared lig free board 
Bone folder 
Scissors 
Mat knife & cutting mat 
Set Square (or creasing jig) & ruler 
Double sided pressure sensitive tape - 
 
Use board off-cut to measure Length, Width & Height e.g. 
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